ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
There has been a great deal of work in the past few years concerning the theoretical underpinnings of various methods of approximate reasoning (see, for instance, [18] or [9] ). Most of these methods address the question of deducing * This work was supported by a contract with the Elf Aquitaine company while the author was affiliated with the laboratory Langages & Syst6mes Informatiques of the University Paul Sabatier in Toulouse (France).
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Roger Martin-Clouaire uncertain conclusions. The generalized modus ponens (henceforth GMP) deals with the problem of inference in an imprecise setting. More specifically, the GMP is a fuzzy logic pattern of reasoning that permits inferences to be made with rules having imprecise information in both their antecedent and consequent parts. It can be stated as the following syllogism.
If X is Ai then Y is C,.,
XisA'
i=1, "-', n
Basically, this means that from a collection of rules, each associating the variable X, specified by the elastic (or fuzzy) constraint Ai, with the variable Y, specified by the corresponding elastic constraint C,., and a fact "X is A'" expressing what information is available about the value of X, one can infer that "Y is C'" where C' is the deduced elastic constraint on Y. Any elastic constraint is represented by a fuzzy set (Zadeh [19] ). This approximate reasoning technique was first introduced by Zadeh (see, for instance, [1] ) for the case where the X-Y dependency is described via a single rule or via a set of rules, each considered separately. Despite the fact that a lot of people think it is a very powerful approximate reasoning tool, very few systems designed for this purpose use it in practice. The reasons for this are threefold:
1. Although the kind of rules treated with the GMP represent raw knowledge (as it first appears to a novice in the field from which they come), experts typically arrive at a transformation of this knowledge by encoding the associated phenomena into a more usable form (for instance, a mathematical model or an arbitrarily precise process). Thus, the preliminary compilation of knowledge made by experts tends to remove the natural and primary form of knowledge for practical reasons. 2. Several versions of the GMP are used in the literature; each available alternative is associated with the meaning one wishes to assign to a given rule. The different possible meanings have not been sufficiently investigated, particularly in complex situations (e.g., where the 9(-Yrelationship is expressed by a collection of rules). 3. Naive implementations of the GMP result in unacceptably slow executions. Indeed, the computation of C' reduces to the solution of a nonlinear program [2] that requires special processing in order to avoid the inefficiency problem. The contribution of the research work reported here relates to points 2 and 3.
All possibility distributions considered in this paper are on the real line and are assumed to be continuous and normalized. In addition, this work is placed in a context where what is important in any possibility distribution is its core (i.e., the set of completely possible values) and its support (i.e., the set of values that are not completely impossible) or its A-support (i.e., the set of values having a possibility degree greater than the level of indetermination A). In other words, we consider a situation in which possibility distributions can be encoded in parametrized functions, roughly representing the order induced on the associated universe of discourse by the soft transition from fully possible to fully impossible values. The parametrized functions that are employed here represent trapezoidal and 8-trapezoidal distributions. Any rule involves only trapezoidal distributions. Any fact matched against a rule antecedent or produced by a rule may be imprecise but may also be pervaded by uncertainty. In other words, in such a case it is possible to some degree greater than a nonzero constant that the implicit or explicit variable described by the fact may take any value in the set of reference. A a-trapezoidal distribution is a tool suitable for putting together uncertainty and imprecision and thus is appropriate for the representation of a fact. Poorly defined information that can be managed with such possibility distributions are pervading expert knowledge of any domain (see, for instance, Lebailly et al. [3] or Martin-Clouaire [4] ), and therefore these distributions have practical significance that is worth considering.
Two major sections follow. First, four of the most often encountered possibilities among the already alluded-to alternative versions of the GMP are explored in the case where only a single rule is considered at one time. Then the behaviors of two of them, which are particularly relevant for practical use in deduction systems, are investigated in the situation where the dependency between antecedent and consequent variables is described via a collection of rules. It is shown that using a set of rules implies that a particular condition must be satisfied to ensure consistency of the represented knowledge. We then examine the application of the GMP to a collection of single antecedent rules satisfying this condition and some other suitable properties that have to be respected by the concerned knowledge engineer in order to keep the complexity under control. It is shown that under these assumptions the practical use of the GMP is not at all impeded by efficiency problems, again as long as one restricts its computation to what we feel are the most important phenomena that take place and that have to be looked at in a deduction process dealing with imprecise rules.
CASES INVOLVING A SINGLE RULE
Throughout this section it is assumed that the number of rules n in the pattern (1) is equal to 1. Thus, we first investigate how to compute C' in the syllogism
Roger Martin-Clouaire Zadeh's compositional rule of inference can be applied in a slightly more general way than the first version [5] by performing the fuzzy set intersections with any of the two-place functions known as triangular norms (Schweizer and Sklar [6] ) (the "min" operator is just one of them) and by using various modelings of the dependency between X and Y that is expressed by the rule "if X is A then Y is C." More specifically, assuming that the variables X and Y take their values on the universes U and V, respectively, the possibility distribution #c, restricting the possible values of Y can be computed as follows:
where #A(U) --' ttC(O) is an implication function that is supposed to be an approximation of the unknown conditional possibility distribution of Y given X. See Weber [7] and Dubois and Prade [8] for more general views on conjunction and implication operators. We shall use three of the main t-norms and three of the most common implication functions. The t-norms T(a, b) are (in increasing order)
• max(0, a + b -1), hereafter referred to as the t-norm dual of the bounded sum ("dubs" for short)
• a.b, referred to as "product"
• min(a, b), referred to as "'min" The implication functions a --' b are (in decreasing order)
• The Lukasiewicz one defined as min(1 -a + b, 1)
• The Goguen one defined as min(1, b/a) if a ~ 0 and 1 if a = 0
• The G6del one defined as b if a > b and 1 if a ___ b However, we shall consider only four of the nine possible combinations of these operators, namely, the min-Lukasiewicz, dubs-Lukasiewicz, product-Goguen, min-G6del. For historical reasons the first one is often encountered in the literature since it was the first ever proposed (Zadeh [5] ). As we shall see, the GMP with the rnin-Lukasiewicz operators does not verify that C' = C when A' is included in or equal to A. The last three combinations satisfy the above property but yet have specific behaviors when A' is not contained in A.
The GMP can be seen as a transformation of C into C'. In this transformation, essentially two important phenomena may take place. The first one concerns the introduction of a global level of indetermination (i.e., a uniform nonzero degree of possibility) in C' for the values outside the support of C. The complement to 1 of this degree of possibility represents the extent to which it is certain or necessary that Y takes its value in the support of C. The second important phenomenon is associated with the process of building the core of C' by enlarging the one of C. Indeed, it is easy to check on Eq. As we have said, the other important thing to know is the core of C'. Since the identification of this subset of V leads to the same result in each of the four cases that we have chosen to investigate, let us derive it only once but in the most general way. One has to find the set of v E V such that the equality supu~ v tnorm (IzA, (U), #A(U) --' #C(V)) = 1 holds. Basic properties of t-norms imply that both #A' (U) and #A(U) -* tiC(V) must be equal to 1. The three implication functions considered in this paper are such that #A(U) ~ #C(o) = 1 as soon as #A(U) <-#C(V). Therefore, the core of C' is constituted of the set of all v in V that are such that pc(V) >-infu~core(A,)#A(U). We see immediately that if the core of A' is included in or equal to the core of A, then core(C') = core(C).
As mentioned earlier, it is assumed here that A, C are represented by trapezoidal possibility distributions respectively encoded in the four-tuples (al a2 a3 a4), (cl c2 c3 c4). In order to allow repeated uses of the GMP computation technique in the case of chaining of rules, A' and C' must have the same form. What makes the distributions A' and C' different from those involved in the rules is that they are associated to facts that may be pervaded by uncertainty. Trapezoidal distributions cannot take such uncertainty into account. The more general kind of distributions called 0-trapezoidal distributions provide a suitable tool here. A 0-trapezoidal distribution exhibits a trapezoidal shape too but is such that any value of the universe of discourse has a possibility degree greater than a nonzero constant [equal to the complement to 1 certainty of the corresponding fact (Prade [9] A simple calculus using basic analytic properties of trapezoidal distributions yields
Similarly, one can show that c'3
. The other parameters that are delimiting the support or the A-support of the conclusion remain unchanged by the GMP transformation; that is, c' 1 = cl and c'4 = c4. Note that/5 = 1 -A is equal to the necessity that X is A given that X is A'. Remark that ifA' = A then C' = (cl c2 c3 c4 0.5).
Indeed, in such a case A ' is compatible with -1A at the degree 0.5. Figure 1 depicts the behavior of the GMP with the min-Lukasiewicz operators in a typical case.
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The dubs-Lukasiewicz GMP
With the dubs-Lukasiewicz operators the GMP gives
uEU As far as the core and the A-support of C' are concerned, the results obtained in the previous section with the min-Lukasiewicz operators are still valid here. The only difference is the level of indetermination, which is equal to
uEU Therefore, we have
and thus A > 0 as soon as the core ofA' is not included in or equal to the core of A or the support of A' is not included in or equal to the support of A. Indetermination appears whenever a possible value for X in the support of A' is more possible than it is compatible with the fuzzy set A. Nevertheless, if A' is included in or equal to A, then C' = C.
The Product-Goguen and Min-G6del GMP
These two combination of operators are considered together because, as we shall see, they lead to the same results as far as the computation of the approximation of the GMP is concerned. With these pairs of operators the core and the A-support of C' can still be computed as indicated in the discussion of the min-Lukasiewicz GMP. In each case, the level of indetermination is equal to
because I~A(U) --* 0 is equal to 1 for any u ~ support(A) and 0 elsewhere. Note that ~ = 1 -A is equal to the necessity that Xis in the support of A given that X is in A'. The values of the other parameters are the same as those in the preceding subsections. Here again the property "A _ A' implies C' = C" is verified. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the comparative behaviors of the GMP just considered.
To summarize, we have seen that in the four considered instances of the GMP the core of C' is the same and results from the same cause in each case. The core of C' is bigger than the core of C if the set of completely possible values for X is not included in the set of elements fully in A. In other words, if any completely possible value for X is outside the class of values that are surely within the scope of the rule, then the completely possible values that Ymay take are located in an area larger than the core of C and therefore in a less specific subpart of V. Moreover, in each case the A-support of C' is the support of C. The difference (if any) between any two of these instances of the GMP pertains to the global uncertainty qualifying the conclusion. The degree of uncertainty in each case relates to the more or less high sensitivity or reactivity in the mismatching between A and A '. The GMP based on the min-Lukasiewicz operators is the more sensitive one because a level of indetermination is introduced as soon as A' is not included in or equal to the core of A. Next comes the one relying on the dubs-Lukasiewicz operators, which is such that indetermination appears when the core ofA' is not contained in the core of A and/or when the support of A' falls outside the support of A. Note, incidentally, the double effect associated with the fact that the core ofA' is bigger than the core ofA. Indeed, it causes C' to have a larger core than C and introduces indetermination in C'. The less sensitive instances of the GMP are those associated with the productGoguen and min-G&lel operators, which introduce indetermination in C' only if the support of A' falls outside of the support of A, that is, if it is somewhat possible that the value of X is completely outside the scope of the condition of the rule.
Once again the results derived in the above subsections are approximations of the exact results that a scrupulous computation of formula (3) would yield. Of course, an exact computation of the GMP can be done as shown, for instance, by Martin-Clouaire [10] , Dubois and Prade [11] , or Dubois et al. [12] for the minGtdel case, but our intention here has been to restrict the output of the GMP computation to what we feel is the most significant information. The computation techniques given in this section could easily be extended to deal with the more general case in which X is a compound variable of the form X = (XI, "" ", Xn) where the Xi's, i = 1, ..., n, are noninteractive variables. This situation corresponds to rules of the form "if X~ is A 1 and • • • and Xn is A n then Yis C."
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The teelmiques developed for an efficient computation of the GMP are of primary interest for application in knowledge-based systems. So far in my experiments with real-life problems (see, for instance, [4] ), I have not encountered practical situations that would be dealt with adequately with rules interpreted by using the min-Lukasiewicz operators as discussed earlier.
Actually, the property "C' = C when A' is contained in A" is indeed a very desirable one. Moreover, since knowledge-based systems are designed to make deductions by chaining rules it is suitable that some intuitive properties be preserved. One wishes, for instance, that the two rules "ifXis Mthen Yis N" and"if Y is O then Z is P" would enable us to derive the rule"if X is M then Z is P" (provided the continuity condition O D_ N holds). It has been shown (Dubois and Prade [8] ) that the conjunction-implication operators that satisfy these two suitable properties cannot be chosen independently of one another. Among those preserving them are the dubs-Lukasiewicz, product-Goguen, and min-G6del pairs. Consequently, in the following section we shall discard the min-Lukasiewicz case and concentrate on the others. However, since the product-Goguen and min-G6del combinations behave in a similar way (with respect to our approximation), we shall keep only the dubs-Lukasiewicz and min-G6del pairs of operators. The investigation is pushed a step farther by considering the more general setting where the dependency between X and Y is expressed via a collection of rules rather than a single rule.
DEALING WITH A COLLECTION OF RULES
The relationship between two variables X and Y can rarely be represented through a single rule "ifXis A then Yis B." We need several rules because one rule represents just one sample of this relationship. At first glance, one might think that using several rules is not significantly more complicated that using only one, since it is possible to repeat the processing technique formalized for one rule (see previous section) and then synthesize the so-obtained results by a fuzzy set intersection. Dubois and Prade [8, 13] have demonstrated in a theoretical setting that, when several rules are available, it is better to combine these rules before the inference is performed than the other way around (i.e., make as many inferences as there are rules and then combine the results provided by each of them through a fuzzy set intersection). The main advantage of the technique using a prior combination of rules is that it provides a conclusion that is more specific in many cases (and as specific in the other cases). Indeed, consider that the relationship between X and Y is described by a collection of rules"if X is At then Y is C~," i = 1, -.., n. Assume the fact "X is A'" is such that A' = Aj U Ak with 1 _ j < k _-_ n. Then the technique involving a prior combination of the n rules yields the conclusion "Y is C'" with C' contained in Cj U Ck. In the same situation, the other way of
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Roger Martin-Clouaire processing does not necessarily preserve this desirable property (actually, it is likely to yield a completely indeterminate conclusion).
With the prior combination of rules, the possibility distribution Izc, to be computed is defined as c,to)= sup t-norm min to)) ( 
7)
uEU l<i<n
The combination of rules stands in the use of minlsi<n t~Ai(U) -* I~ci(V) as the conditional possibility distribution representing the dependency between X and Y. As noted earlier, when the t-norm "dubs" is used, then #Ai(u) ~ i~ci(O) is taken as the Lukasiewicz implication. Conversely, the t-norm "min" is employed in association with the G&tel implication. In this section, it is assumed that X is a noncompound variable [i.e., X is not of the form X = (X 1, "-",
Xp)].
In a preliminary stage of this study, the exact computation of C', as defined by (7), was carried out in the case of the t-norm "min" and the G~del implication. It appeared that some aspects of the C' yielded by this exact computation were difficult to interpret. Among these is the existence of plateaus at levels between 0 and 1 (see Dubois et al. [12] or Martin-Clouaire [14] for examples). This observation and efficiency considerations helped convince me of the need for a technique involving an approximation that keeps only the essential and clearly meaningful information items. The computation of this approximation of the GMP which is in the spirit of the one developed for the single-rule case, is exposed later in this section. First, I present some conditions that should be satisfied by the rules for practical (mainly for the sake of clarity) reasons and explain how to ensure consistency of the involved rules.
Constraints To Be Satisfied by a Collection of Rules
In order to facilitate revisions of rules (which are inevitable, as every knowledge engineer knows), it is suitable to preserve simplicity and clarity as much as possible by avoiding redundancy in the set of rules. Too much redundancy may lead to an unmanageable complexity. From a practical point of view, one wishes 1 that the antecedent parts of the considered collection of rules constitute a sufficiently fine grain fuzzy partition of U (or of the subpart of U that is of interest in the problem at hand). In other words, the best is to have a fair amount of Ai's forming a complete (without too much overlapping, however) covering of the interesting part of the universe U. The task of getting as close as possible to this ideal situation is incumbent on the knowledge Of course any rule of the form "ifXis A then Yis V" is completely useless, and we assume that our collection of rules does not contain any such instance. It can be shown that when necessary the GMP deduction technique works as if such a rule were specified even if it is not. engineer. In particular, the latter must avoid building a set of rules such that, for instance, there exists a set Ai contained (even only approximately) in a set Ak or any Aj OAk or Aj Ct Ak. Unfortunately, there may be some cases in practice for which gaps appear in the available knowledge; these gaps prevent complete coverage of the interesting part of U. These cases are not considered in this paper. We investigate the behavior and at the same time the computation of the GMP with a collection of rules satisfying the following assumptions (primarily used, as I have said, for keeping complexity under control).
• The union of the cores of the Ai's, i --1, • • -, n, does not leave any gap in the part of U that is of interest.
• The core (resp., support) of any Aj cannot be equal to or included in the core (resp., support) of any Ak or any union of A/s. • The core of any Aj cannot be equal to or included in the support of any Ak.
• For any triple (i, j, k), the cores (resp., supports) ofAi, Aj, and Ak must have empty intersections. Without losing anything from generality, we further assume that the A/s are named in such a way that if j < k then the area covered by Aj is located on the left-hand side of the one covered by Ak (with respect to the usual graphical representation and left-to-right orientation of the real line). The above assumptions, which concern only the A/'s, are best described by a graph, as provided by Figure 3 where n = 4.
With the implication functions used in this paper and the hypotheses of normality of the involved distributions, any rule "if X is A/then Y is C/' verifies that for a given u in U there is at least one corresponding element v in V such that ~A~(u) < Pci(V). In the general case, it is easy to show that the following inequality ensures the satisfaction of (10): v(j, k) E {1, "', n} 2 hgt(Aj f') Ak)<hgt(Cj f') Ck) (11) where hgt(M f~ N) ffi supx min(pM(X), pN(X)). See Dubois and Prade [15] for a related discussion.
Thus the consistency of a collection of rules whose antecedents satisfy the constraints listed in the first paragraph of this subsection is guaranteed if condition (11) holds for any pair of indices.
The GMP with a Collection of Single Antecedent Rules in the Min-G6dei and dubs-Lukasiewicz Cases
Here again the goal is to obtain, at a low cost, the three pieces of information that are essential in characterizing the conclusion: the core, the level of indetermination A (possibly equal to 0), and the support or the A-support (i.e., the set of values having a possibility greater than the indetermination A). The notations are in the spirit of those used in the preceding section on cases involving a single rule. C' is represented by the five-tuple (c' 1 c'2 c'3 c'4 A) . The Ci's involved in the rules are encoded in four-tuples of the form (ci 1 ci2 ci3 el4). The A,.'s are encoded in four-tuples of the form (ail ai2 ai3 a,-4), andA' is represented by the four-mple (a' 1 a' 2 a' 3 a' 4) . Therefore, the case of A' being a a-trapezoidal distribution is not significantly more complex than if it were a trapezoidal one. The computations of the core, the level of indetermination, and the A-support of C' can be performed independently as shown in the remainder of this section.
Computation of the Core of C'
As in the single-rule case, the computation of the core of C' is the same in the [resp. O i~ tu support(Ai) if In does not exist] and therefore outside core(A '). Therefore, core(C') is obtained as an enlargement transformation of one of the intervals n/~ n core(C/) and Uiezu core(C/).
The widening effect is not necessarily taking place on both sides of the interval of interest (there may even be no enlargement at all on any side) but depends on what is conveyed by the collection of rules. The quantitative assessment of this enlargement transformation is given next.
THE CORE OF A' IS CONTAINED IN THE INTERSECTION OF SOME
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Roger Martin-Clouaire SUPPORTS Assume that the core of ,4' is contained in the intersection of the supports of,4j and At. Assume that the position of k with respect to j is such that ]akl, aj4[ D core(,4 '). As far as computation is concerned, one can observe that the core of C" satisfies the intuitive properties that follow:
• If the lower or upper bound of Cy N Ck comes, for instance, from Cj, then the enlargement taking place on this bound is in ratio to the proportion of core(,4 ') that is contained in support(Cj) -core(Cj).
• The core of C' is necessarily included in or equal to core(Cj 13 Ck) (this is a consequence of the following property demonstrated by Dubois and Prade
[8]: if,4' = Aj t3 Ai then Cj t3 Ci ~-C').
Under the assumptions stated earlier, the core of Cj N Ck is one of the
What characterizes the last two cases is that there exists m E In (i.e., m = k or m = j) verifying core(era) = Iqiezn core(C/).
In the first case we have
In the second case we have
In the third case we have
In the last case we have core of the union of some Ai's should be distinguished. These two causes are illustrated by Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. Each of them is now considered in turn.
(1) FIRST CASE OF ENLARGEMENT: ~Ic such that U~eic core(A/) ~ core(A ').
Assume that Ic is the smallest possible set of indexes satisfying the above property (for instance, in Figure 5 , Ic = {1, 2, 3} and It; = {2, 3}). One can assess in isolation the widening effects, operating upon [c2, c3], of the possible overstepping of core(A ') on each side of U i e lu core(Ai). Assume that we have a procedure ieftAi such that a call to ieftAi(Ie) (Ic is passed as an argument) returns the interval that would represent core(C') if core(A ') were to fall on the left-hand side of U ielu core(A/) only. By symmetry, assume that righlAi(le) returns the interval representing the effect of the possible overstepping of core(A ') on the right-hand side of Uieiu core(Ai). The core of C' is then obtained by performing the union of leftAi(le) with rightAi(Ie).
Let us give now a complete description of the procedure leftAi that again permits us to evaluate the interval representing the widening effect having its 
end
The procedure leftAi uses two procedures: left-lower-bound and left-upperbound. Each of them returns a number that represents the lower or upper bound that wouldbe obtained for core(C') if core(A ") were to pass beyond Ui~iu core(A~) on the left-hand side only. In computing the proportion of enlargement these procedures have to respect the constraint that core(C') is necessarily contained in U j ~ 1c core(Ci) as illustrated by the example of Figure 5 . Again this constraint is a consequence of the following property (Dubois and Prade [8] ): If A' = Aj U Ai then Cj U Ci ~-C'. These short procedures are given next.
By using basic properties of symmetry, one can easily derive the procedure rightAi corresponding to the widening effect having its root on the right-hand side of Uietu core(Ai).
(2) SECOND CASE OF ENLARGEMENT: Core(A ') cannot be covered by the core of the union of some A/s. With the conventions of notation taken in this paper, this case corresponds to a situation where a'2 < a12 or a'3 > an3 or both. Let us define I~ as the smallest possible set of indexes of the A{s whose cores are necessary to cover as much as possible of core(A '). In other words, I~ is the smallest possible set of indexes such that Lli~ t~ core(A/) contains the subpart of core(A ') that is included in O i= l,n core(Ai). For instance, in Figure 6 , we have ar c = {1} and Iv = {1}.
• If a'2 < a~2 and a'3 > a,3, the core of C' is obtained as the union of the two intervals yielded by the procedures out-of-cores-left and out-of-cores-tight, which are explained below.
• If a'2 < al2 and a'3 < an3, the core of C' is obtained as the union of the two intervals yielded by the procedures out-of-cores-left and rightAi(l' c).
• If a'2 _> a12 and a'3 > an3, the core of C' is obtained as the union of the two intervals yielded by the procedures leflAi(l'c) and out-of-cores-right. Thus, all we need at this point are the procedures out-of-cores-left and out-of-cores-right. The first, which is defined below, returns an interval corresponding to the widening effect having its root on the left-hand side of core(A~). By analogy it is then easy to derive out-of-cores-right.
Procedure oat-of-cores.left 1 if the lower bound of core(C~) is equal to c2 then 1.1 begin 1.2 if the upper bound of core(Cl) is equal to c3 then return the interval whose lower and upper bounds are respectively given bye12 -(c12 -c11) (1 -#Al(a'2)) andCl3 + (cl4 -c13) (1 -#Al(a'2)) 1.3 return the interval whose lower bound is given by c~2 -(c~2 -c~ 1) (1 -#^1(a'2)) and whose upper bound is c3 1.4 end 2 if the upper bound of core(CO is equal to c3 then return the interval whose lower bound is c2 and whose upper bound is given by el3 + (el4 -ct3) (1 -#Al(a'2)) 3 return the interval [c2, c3]
Computation of the Level of Indetermination
With the min-G&tel operators, a nonzero level of indetermination A appears in C" when the support of A' is not included in the area covered by the support of all the hi's (which means that the value observed for X may be outside the scope of the collection of rules). Since, with the notation of this paper, A t and A~ are the sets respectively located on the left-and right-hand sides of the collection of Ai's, the level of indetermination is obtained as A = max(#a, (al 1), #A ,(a~4)). (See Fig. 6 .) One can immediately establish that if core(A ') is not contained in tgifl,~ support(A~) then A = 1, which means that the conclusion is completely indeterminate, that is, C' = V.
With the dubs-Lukasiewicz operators, the level of indetermination may also Consequently, as exemplified by Figure 6 and as could be expected from our discussion of single-rule cases, the interpretation of the GMP linked to the dubsLukasiewicz operators always yields a conclusion that is pervaded by at least as much uncertainty as the one related to the min-G&lel pair. Another major difference between the two interpretations is that the A-support of C' is likely to be larger in the dubs-Lukasiewicz case.
Computation of the A-Support of C'
As for the computation of core(C'), one has to take into account whether or not support(A' ) is contained in the intersection of the supports of two Ai' s. With In fact, the exact computation of the GMP with the dubs-Lukasiewicz operators gives a support or a A-support that may be slightly smaller than what we have taken for it in our approximation. So far we have adhered to this conservative approach because we lack a clear interpretation of the phenomenon (though it can be assessed precisely without difficulty).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A technique for computing an approximation of the generalized modus ponens using a single rule or a collection of rules has been presented. We have essentially explored two different modelings of the rules via two pairs of conjunction and implication operators. The primary motivation behind this work aims at getting the best of Zadeh's deduction technique for the purpose of including it in practical reasoning systems. So far, for the purpose of testing, this technique has been implemented (in Lisp) outside any inference engine, but we plan to include it in the approximate reasoning system called SPII (Lebailly et al. [3] , Martin-Clouaire [4] ), which is already able to use the GMP in the singlerule case. We think that some experiments are necessary with the case of a collection of rules, in particular to check whether the imposed conditions discussed earlier are acceptable from a practical point of view. The case of a collection of rules having several antecedants remains to be treated.
It has been shown recently (Dubois and Prade [16] ) that the generalized modus ponens as considered in this paper corresponds for a given conjunction operator (the implication operator being linked to the conjunction one) to one particular interpretation of the generic rule "if X is A then Y is C." Basically,
